
European Powers Stab Each Other in the Back Over Ukraine Proxy War Defeat
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WORLD : Europe is rife with treachery in the age-old fashion of imperial rivalry. It’s pathetic to 
watch, but highly instructive about who the real villains of the piece are.

The failure of being abject vassals for the American empire and the impending disaster of defeat for
the NATO proxy war in Ukraine is weighing heavily.

Each European power is pushing the other over the abyss to save its own political skin.

France’s Emmanuel Macron has emerged to be a little king rat. He has taken to talking up deploying
NATO troops to Ukraine to salvage the proxy war against Russia. Macron struts around like a rat in
jackboots too big for his feet calling on other European leaders not to be cowards.

The former Rothschild banker Macron then turns around and cancels yet another trip to the Ukrainian
capital Kiev. Maybe the French leader got scared by the Russian air strike on Odessa last week when
the Greek premier was touring the city along with Ukraine’s puppet president Zelensky.

Macron sent his Foreign Minister Stéphane Séjourné to Lithuania last Friday to discuss with the rabid
Russophobic Baltic states the idea of sending NATO troops to Ukraine.

Given the history of the Baltic states aiding and abetting the Third Reich’s invasion of the Soviet Union
in Operation Barbarossa in 1941, we can safely posit the same states are an open door for such
French-inspired madness.

However, with classic elite cowardice, Macron obviously doesn’t want to be anywhere near the front
line when the action gets hot. Better to hunker down on a comfy armchair in Elysée Palace and bark
out your angry poodle orders from there.

Meanwhile, that other bastion of European civility (meaning treacherous deception) the good old British
are cajoling Germany to send long-range missiles to Ukraine to strike deep into Russia.

German Chancellor Olaf Scholz is balking at supplying the Taurus cruise missiles to the Ukrainian
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regime. The German-made weapon has a range of 500 kilometers. Given the unhinged NeoNazis in
Kiev (headed up by a Jewish puppet Zelensky) it is a certainty that the Taurus missiles would be fired
at Moscow to kill “Untermenschen Russians”.

That’s why Scholz is worried. His top Luftwaffe commanders have already been caught red-handed
planning how the Taurus “super tools” would be used to hit deep Russian targets.

Enter the ever-so-polite British with a helping hand to the Germans. Britain’s Foreign Secretary “Lord”
David Cameron visited Berlin last week urging the Germans to supply the Taurus missile to Ukraine.

Cameron said London was ready to help Germany “solve the problem” of its reluctance to provide the
long-range weapon.

The British top diplomat offered a swap arrangement whereby London would buy Taurus missiles from
Germany while supplying more of its Storm Shadow cruise missiles to Ukraine. In that way, Berlin
would not be implicated in attacking Russia, according to Cameron.

Laughably, the German Foreign Minister Annalena Baerbock said she considered the British offer to be
viable.

Her nominal boss, Chancellor Scholz, has officially remained reluctant to the idea of sending Taurus
missiles.

Germany would do well to treat any British proposal with deep suspicion. After all, it was the British that
inveigled Germany into two world wars. The first one was with the objective of destroying an imperial
rival, while the second one was engineered to unleash Hitler’s war machine on the Soviet Union.

The cold facts are that the United States and its European NATO vassals embarked on a proxy war
against Russia using Ukraine as the battleground. That war was at least 10 years in the making from
the CIA-sponsored coup in Kiev in 2014 which brought to power the present NeoNazi regime.

The two-year proxy war has turned out to be a colossal failure for the American empire and its
European satellites. The Kyiv regime is collapsing from overwhelmingly superior Russian firepower.

The wasting of the Ukrainian military – as many as 500,000 men – as well as up to $200 billion in
financial and military aid paid for ultimately by Western taxpayers will rebound with massive political
repercussions for the warmongering Western elites.

Each one of these imperialist criminal powers wants to save their own necks as the noose of public
anger inevitably tightens.

The French cock-turned-rat Macron would no doubt like to muddy the battlefield with NATO troops –
while avoiding any muck splashing on his dainty little boots of course.

The Americans are beginning to realize they can’t win and are finally cutting off the money, leaving the
Europeans high and dry to deal with a continental-sized mess. Joe Biden can’t even remember if it was
Ukraine or Iraq that he made a fatal mistake in.

Britain, ever the arch Machiavellian maggot, would like to throw Germany into the frontline against
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Russia. No doubt the City of London could pick up some much-needed capitalist business from war
reconstruction contracts.

The proxy war in Ukraine is over and the Western rats are scurrying off the ship. The Western public
needs to hold each one of them to account and not let them blow up a bigger war with Russia as a way
to distract from their culpability.
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